Removal of Stock Down Pipe:
1. Remove the front passenger-side wheel and then remove the wheel liner to access
the upper half of the stock down pipe. Retain all fasteners.
2. Remove the 2 OEM bolts from the ball flange at the outlet of the down pipe.
Refer to Figure 1.
3. Loosen the clamp connecting the upper and lower halves of the stock down pipe.
Refer to Figure 2.
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4. Remove the nut securing the support tab to the engine. Retain the nut, as it will be
reused.
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5. Use a pry-bar to shift the particulate filter rearward to allow the bottom end of the
OEM down pipe to drop down and be removed.
6. Loosen the OEM V-band Clamp at the turbo outlet. Once loose, the clamp t-bolt
can be released from the clamp.
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Figure 2
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7. Remove the bolt securing the bracket at the bottom end of the upper down pipe
section. Do not discard the bolt. Refer to Figure 2.
8. The upper half of the down pipe can now be removed. If it is stuck in place it may
be necessary to use a pry bar and/or an air hammer to loosen it.

Installation of MBRP Inc. Down Pipe:
1. To install the Upper Pipe onto the turbo, it is helpful to first over-expand the stock vband clamp and place it over the turbo outlet flange, orientating it such that the nut and bolt
will be accessible.

Figure 3

2. Place the Upper Pipe into position such that the support bracket hole is aligned with the
bolt hole on the engine, then loosely thread the stock flange bolt into place. (May require a
2nd person from underneath the truck). Refer to Figure 3.
3. Rotate the Upper Pipe into place against the turbo outlet and move the V-band clamp
onto the flange, then tighten the support bracket flange bolt to secure the pipe in place.

Figure 4

4. Re-latch the t-bolt on the v-band clamp, then begin to tighten the clamp. Before the clamp
is fully tightened, loosen the flange bolt on the support bracket to allow the Upper Pipe
flange to seat properly against the turbo flange. Tighten the v-band some more, but before it
is completely tight, retighten the flange bolt so that the support bracket is fully secured
against its mounting surface. Now, fully tighten the v-band clamp. Refer to Figure 4.
5. Place the supplied Band Clamp over the Lower Pipe and then slide the Lower Pipe
onto the Upper Pipe while making sure that the support tab hole goes over the mounting
stud. Install the flange nut onto the mounting stud to secure the support tab and then
tighten the Band Clamp. Refer to Figure 5.
6. Secure the 2-bolt down pipe flange to the OEM exhaust flange using the OEM bolts
previously removed.
7. Replace the wheel liner and the front passenger-side wheel.

Figure 5
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Removal of Stock Tail Pipe:
1. Apply some penetrating lubricant to all exhaust fasteners, hangers, and rubber insulators.
2. Loosen the three (3) nuts securing the extension pipe flange to the over-axle pipe. Refer
to Figure 6.
3. Remove temperature sensor from over-axle/tail pipe. Remove the factory over-axle/tail
pipe.

Figure 6

4. Loosen the three (3) nuts securing the extension pipe to the flange directly behind the
exhaust filter and remove the extension pipe. Refer to Figure 7.

Installation of MBRP Inc. Performance Tail Pipe
1. The Extension Pipe is pre-cut for the 172.4” (crew-cab long-box) wheelbase. Cut the
Extension Pipe to the appropriate length for the installation vehicle. Refer to Figure 8.

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

2. Mate the Extension Pipe flange to the stock exhaust flange with the Gasket between
them and fasten the flanges together with the hardware provided. Refer to Figure 9.
3. Fit the Hanger Clamp loosely over the end of the extension pipe and insert the hangers
into the rubber isolators.
4. Install the Over-Axle/Tail Pipe onto the Extension Pipe, inserting the hanger into the
rearward factory rubber isolator. Refer to Figure 10.
5. Install the Exhaust Tip using a 17mm wrench.

6. Align the exhaust as required and tighten the Hanger Clamp.

Figure 10

7. Fasten temperature sensor in bung on Over-Axle/Tail Pipe.
Refer to Figure 11.
8. Ensure that there is adequate clearance around the spare tire or any fuel and
brake lines.

Congratulations! You are ready to begin experiencing the improved driving
experience of your MBRP Inc. exhaust.

Figure 11
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